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FIRST LET US OFFER OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO THE DULY 
ELECTED, NON-INAUGURATED PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
ALBERT GORE JR FOR RECEIVING THE NOBEL PEACE PRIZE. 

Now for tonight’s intelligence briefing.   

It can be reported that the NSA espionage against the American 
People involves the Bush Administration’s use of the U.S. phone 
company Verizon. 

Millions of innocent Americans have been targeted by an NSA phone 
dragnet that uses the code words “Bush” and “Clinton” that trigger 
the monitoring of one’s phone. 
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Reference: The Bush Administration’s wireless wiretapping was actually 
ordered by Bush and Cheney on 9/11 2001 against Bush’s own State 
Department. 

This espionage started as the Bush Administration became paranoid that 
U.S. State Department officials had intercepted the American-Turkish 
Council’s cables showing that U.S. government officials knew in advance 
about 9/11, i.e. the attack on New York City. 
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Item:  U.S. State Department officials also received a pre-9/11 
warning from French Intelligence.  French Intelligence had 
intercepted a Mossad cable from the UAE (United Arab Emirates) in 
Dubai titled “The Time is Now, the Match is Hot”. 
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And it gets worse! 

Current NSA operative, Colonel Dana Wilcox (US Office of Naval 
Intelligence) has been identified and fingered as a key 9/11 player 
who operated as Dick Cheney’s 9/11 trigger man in using the 
September 11th Red-Blue US/Canadian War Games as the disguise to 
mask the 9/11 black ops attack on New York. 

Wilcox is actually a former Nazi who was allowed by Cheney to 
infiltrate the U.S. Military. 
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Wilcox was also linked to the Ptech software system, which took 
down the U.S. defense shield on 9/11. 

Note: The ex-Nazi Wilcox also received a kidney transplant five years ago, 
which saved his life, when seven other U.S. Military personnel were ahead of 
Wilcox for a replacement organ. 

And now it gets even worse! 

Wilcox, a Republican, also operates as a major NSA-Mossad 
consultant to unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.  
Wilcox collects espionage for the unelectable LESBIAN-IN-THE-
CLOSET and has supplied her with black ops toys, which allows 
Rodenhurst Clinton to monitor her political enemies. 
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Now it really gets worse! 
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The Nazi Wilcox was also part of the “True Colors” Bush-Clinton 
team that carried out the assassination of John F. Kennedy Jr.  JFK 
Jr. was about to publish the details of the Bush-Clinton assassination 
teams in his George magazine. 

JFK Jr. was also considering challenging then First Lady Hillary 
Rodenhurst Clinton in the democratic primary New York Senate race. 

Item: Former President Kennedy’s speechwriter, Ted Sorensen, has recently 
been quoted as saying that the two Clintons are basically “white trash”. 

Sorensen says that the Clintons dishonored the White House and that Hillary 
Clinton will take the Democratic Party down to their worse defeat since 
1984. 

Reference: The Mondale-Ferraro fiasco. 
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Sorenson, along with other major Democratic Party officials, including 
Democratic National Chairman, Howard Dean, are now aware that the 
unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton has been 
directly linked to OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE involving Hillary’s 
attempt to protect and tip off her RED CHINESE fundraiser, Norman 
Hsu. 
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Hillary and indicted RED Chinese asset Norman Hsu 

The FBI just recently raided Hsu’s house and discovered personal 
notes involving unelectable Hillary discussing covering up and 
manipulating the Justice Department investigation of Hsu. 
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P.S. The Internal Revenue Service is now looking into the use of 
DUAL Irish AND U.S. citizenship by Bill and Hillary Clinton.  This 
involves the use of the MOSSAD-linked Allied Bank of Ireland as a 
parking lot for laundered CHINESE narcotics funds tied to illegal 
campaign money from none other than fundraiser Norman Hsu. 

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants and kings and notable 
queens! 
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The Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 

This TREASONOUS filth continues at this hour to threaten 
the family of duly elected, non-inaugurated President 
Albert Gore Jr. in an attempt to keep Al Gore, soon to be 
the Nobel Peace Prize winner, from running for re-election 
in the year 2008 Presidential Election. 
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And, of course, when all is said and done, 
and you turn your TV off, 

ALBERT GORE JR. REMAINS THE DULY ELECTED, 
NON-INAUGURATED, REAL PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 

STATES. 

CLARIFICATION:  Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish 
People are NOT the same as the WAR-MONGERING ZIONIST 
KHAZAR JEWS referred to in these intelligence briefings. 

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS 
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly 
credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and 
INTERPOL -- reporting what is really going on behind the scenes of the 
controlled MSM cover up propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and 
illusions. 

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THE-
CLOSET" are a MAJOR threat to National Security being 
vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against 
the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of the American People. 

READ MORE BREAKING INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AT: 
http://blog.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel
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